Southern Explorers Four Wheel Drive Trip Report
Maralinga, SA – 15 to 23 April 2018
Tour Leader: Frank Austin
Getting To Nundroo
Four vehicles, two with camper trailers, headed off separately on Sunday 15 April towards Maralinga, with
three stopping in Port Augusta for the first night (Frank & Pat, Jeanette, and Ian & Vanessa), and one at
Spear Creek (Jim & Margaret). Around 09:30 Monday morning, the three that stayed in Port Augusta
headed off in convoy westwards, taking breaks at Iron Knob
(morning tea in the campground there – cost is a donation), Kimba
(saw the painted silos, and lunch in a park by the railway line),
Wudinna (afternoon tea at the bakery but no sign of Jim as yet. Ian
found a tart!) and then Poochera for the overnight stop
(campground behind the pub for the bargain price of $15 per night
for a couple or $8 single for an unpowered site including toilets and
hot showers). Happy hour was well underway, when Jim and
Margaret arrived to join the rest of us. At 09:30 on Tuesday all four
vehicles were ready to continue heading westwards via Ceduna
(stocked up on groceries, checked with the Information Centre regarding what could be brought back
through the fruit fly check point, the optometrists for Frank whose glasses had a screw loose, and finally
the bakery for ongoing sustenance). The convoy arrived in
Nundroo and set up camp around 3pm. It is timely to
mention here that the trip to Maralinga is really Nundroo
to Maralinga and back – it doesn’t matter how long you
take to get to Nundroo or which way you come, what
does matter is coinciding the travel with the booked bus
tour. Frank allowed one day to travel to Maralinga, one
day on the bus tour and a final day to get back to
Nundroo.
Off to Maralinga
At 09:30 we were all ready to head off, but not before the
obligatory group photo! Frank had sourced some very
detailed instructions on how to get to Maralinga complete
with map and many photos of the road junctions so armed with the paper-work, Ian and I were asked to
lead the convoy into the outback. The first part of the journey was good travelling, first along the Eyre
Highway and then on the Iluka Mine road for around 100km. Just short of the mine, we took a left and
then a quick right on to a dirt road which we followed for just over 60km crossing the causeway over Lake
Ifould (dry) and then for a morning stop at Red Lake Tank, a water catchment set up to assist any passing
travellers. I must admit that being in the lead was beneficial from the point of view of not following a dust
cloud! As you can see from the photos, we had a great day weatherwise for travelling.

A bit further up the dirt road, we stopped for lunch at Ooldea
where the road crosses the Trans Australian railway line. By
this time the heat had increased as had the flies so we were
soon on the road again after making the phone call to
Maralinga to advise of our ETA (for the gate to be opened). Not
too much further up the road we hit tarmac (part of the 250km
of tarmac roads left behind by the atomic bomb project). Robin
Mathews, our tour guide, was waiting with an opened gate a bit
further up the road and he led us then on to Maralinga Village
where we could select our own site to pitch tents/camper
trailers. Robin pointed out the facilities which included two
ablution blocks (complete with flushing toilets and hot showers!), a recreation hut with a large screen TV
and USB with various old and new movies and clips about Maralinga, the railway and Woomera, which we
were welcome to watch, and the fact that Telstra and Optus had mobile phone / wi-fi services (something
we were not expecting). We were left to explore Maralinga Village for the remainder of the day. It was
amazing to think that Maralinga Village had a population of around 8,000 in its hey-day.

Maralinga Tour
Up and ready, and all 11 of us on the air-conditioned bus by 09:00! Robin provided commentary for
virtually the whole tour on all the facilities that were once there and the many interesting points, coupled
with some large signs placed strategically at each stop. This made for an interesting and informative day.
First stop was at Lough Mackew, the water supply for Maralinga, gathered from the sloping airport apron
area into drains which fed a tarmac lined hole, then onto the airport itself before a trip out to the runway
where it is possible to land a Russian Antonov freighter as the runway is so well built. Needless to say we
drove on the runway for the full 2.4km but at a speed limited 80kph it was not as exciting as hoped. After
turning off the runway we spotted a thorny devil and so we all piled out of the bus to take a closer look.

From the airport we headed north towards the Ground Zero sites which are about 40km north of
Maralinga Village. En route we stopped at the site of the Roadside Village, another village where
personnel were housed in tents rather than buildings and the population here got to 5,000 at one stage
(see map on next page). From there we stopped briefly at Tiekens Well No. 1 which did not produce any
water at the time and even now, although a nankeen kestrel has nested about 12 feet down it for the past
11 years. Further up the road we stopped for lunch under the shade of what used to be the maintenance
sheds. The wall cladding has been removed but the roof provided some nice shade for the next half hour
or so. A long drop toilet was also close to the lunch stop. Once fed and watered we were on our way
again, firstly to the burial sites – where between 1994 and 2000 the UK (1/3) and Australia (2/3) funded the

decontamination of the various sites. Large pits were dug and contaminated vehicles, machinery and soil
were buried from the atomic bomb tests. Other more toxic tests using plutonium were also carried out
and the waste from these tests was not only buried but heated to extremely high temperatures to seal the
waste in a glass like substance. On a comforting note, these burial sites are inspected and tested annually
with no escape of the toxic waste noted in the last 18 years .

Each test site is marked with a concrete pyramid detailing the test and the date with many having a sign
explaining the details around that particular test. Some tests were done by suspending the bomb in the air
using towers/balloons, some were dropped by planes and detonated close to ground and one was
detonated on the ground generating a 45m deep crater (now filled in). We visited the test sites of Taranaki,
Breakaway and Marcoo. By this time it was after 15:30 so, filled with many interesting facts, we headed
back to Maralinga Village arriving around 16:15. After about an hour break, Robin returned one of the
sheds to answer any questions we had and also to sell merchandise.
The second point to note is that Robin is in his mid-sixties and is looking to retire at the end of next
season’s tours (approx. October 2019) so if you are interested in visiting Maralinga and would like to tap
into Robin’s vast knowledge we would like to suggest you do this relatively soon.
The evening was spent back in the recreation hut watching more of the old newsreels and documentaries
relating to the era, including a very interesting one on Woomera which tied the reasons for trailing atomic
bombs and rockets together (mainly a fear of the USSR).
The Journey Home
At around 09:30 we were packed up and ready for departure. Our last stop on the Maralinga land was by
the town sign, again for the mandatory photo of the vehicles. Once passing through the opened gate we
travelled along another Len Beadell surveyed road (dead straight, as Len didn’t see the point in putting in
corners) to Watson, the railway siding used to bring supplies to Maralinga, as suggested by Robin the
previous evening. Watson was merely a siding and a quarry with no evidence of any other buildings. A left
turn was made after crossing the railway tracks and we then proceeded on a dirt road running parallel with

the railway. This was a single lane, more like two tracks and was a bit rough in places. The Toyota Ute
handled it well but I suspect it was more challenging for those towing trailers! Robin had mentioned that
there was a monument to commemorate the joining of the railway from east to west and according to the
map it was a little over the half-way mark of the 30km road. I must admit I was getting a little concerned
when we hadn’t seen it in 22km, but it eventually appeared at the 26km mark. We stopped to have a look
and also for an early lunch before arriving at the Ooldea siding we had seen on the way to Maralinga. We
were now back on the more familiar dirt road. We did have one more stop and that was to assist an
Aboriginal couple who had run into difficulty rescuing a vehicle that had had a flat tyre around a week ago.
Jim ably demonstrated a technique for breaking the beading/seal on the tyre using the tow-bar of the 4WD
and a jack and then assisted with freeing the old inner tube. No further assistance was sought so we
moved on for an uneventful journey back to the tarmac Iluka Road and then on to the Eyre Highway. We
did see a wombat outside its tunnel, the first wild live wombat I have ever seen.
We arrived at Nundroo around 15:00 and bid our thanks and farewell to Frank and Pat who stayed to camp
that night, and to Jim and Margaret who travelled on to Fowlers Bay to check out the fishing. Jeanette
followed Ian and myself to Ceduna for a fuel stop and then on to Streaky Bay, arriving around 18:00. We
all checked into the Streaky Bay Hotel Motel and enjoyed a nice meal at the pub before going for a walk on
the jetty. Jeanette left the following morning for sight-seeing on the way to Port Lincoln to visit her
daughter. Ian and I had a lay day doing a bit of
washing, walked around the town and not much
else. In the evening we had another meal at the
pub and who should we see there but Jim and
Margaret, also looking for food. So the four of us
joined up and had a good meal reflecting on the trip
before Jim and Margaret headed back to a caravan
park a little out of town for the night.
From Streaky Bay we headed in convoy with Jim and
Margaret to Poochera and then on Minnipa where
we made a detour to visit Pildappa Rock. We
stretched our legs and climbed to the top for a nice
view of the surrounding countryside followed by a
snack before getting back into the vehicles to
continue. Our next stop was Apex Park at Wudinna
for lunch and where Jim capably demonstrated how to jump on a bouncy pillow! Go Jim!

Port Augusta was our destination that night, but despite walking around the caravan park we did not see
Frank and Pat who we thought may be staying there. The journey the following day saw us try out the
Toyota Ute both ascending and descending the Bridle Trail near Port Germein before heading home.
Overall, it was a great trip to a part of the world one would not normally consider visiting. Thanks must go
to Frank and Pat for organising the trip.
Report written by: Vanessa Rowley (edited by Ian)

